ajet 101
(licensed version)
In the application featured in pictures below, standard ajet 101 inkjet printer is shown
in licensee housing and mounted in Combi Casing System. Printheads (shown as
Altima 107s) are mounted on either side of case. As case is transported through system,
two sides are printed with a total of 5 lines of print. System is installed and operating in a
shrimp processing plant in Lafayette, Louisiana.

This application uses 5 ajet 101 printers mounted
inside the case handling system. Each unit can be
controlled individually using the hand-held input
device or can be linked to a single computer and
controlled simultaneously.

ajet 101 printers are mounted on opposing sides of
the case handling system. Two lines of information are
printed on one side and three lines on the opposite
side. Printing is automatic as the case is moved
through the system.
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ajet 101
(licensed version)
In the application featured in pictures below, standard ajet 101 inkjet printer is shown
in licensee housing and mounted on a 3M case sealer. Printheads (shown as Altima
107s) are mounted on either side of case. As case is transported through case sealer, two
sides are printed with a total of 5 lines of print. System is installed and operating in a
shrimp processing plant.

This application uses 5 ajet 101 printers mounted on
the case sealer. Each unit can be controlled individually
using the hand-held input device or can be linked to a
single computer and controlled simultaneously.

ajet 101 printers are mounted on opposing sides of
the 3M case sealer. Two lines of information are
printed on one side and two lines on the opposite side.
Printing is automatic as the case is moved through the
system.
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